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Many do not even know what can be studied in the US for free.From this article, you will find out:
what is the arrival in the American university differs from entering Russia when and what to submit
documents to enter the USA, what are the tricks when entering how to choose a university and
program, how to learn from universities of America for free.

The political situation does not affect anything

First of all, we note that the political situation does not affect anyone - universities will not look at
your nationality, the US relationship with your country at the moment.Therefore, boldly submit
documents to US universities.Why US Universities allocate money for students' training 1. Some
universities have a lot of money.

They have donations, a huge amount of funds.At the same time, they need to raise their rating, and
they are trying to take as many talented students as possible.For this university and sponsor the
training of the best students.If you have a high level of language proficiency and excellent grades in
a diploma, there are all chances of entering American University and get a grant for training.2.
Foreign students affect university ratings.

Unlike Russia, in America, universities compete with each other by rating.Foreign students bring
many points to the overall rating, so universities want to see as many foreign disciples in their ranks
as possible.

How many percent of people get full financing

If you look at the undergraduate (undergraduate) programs, it's more difficult to get financing, only
11% of students receive scholarships.

If you look at the GRAduTe program (magistracy), 45% receive full financing from universities.

On the PHD program, the chances of obtaining full financing are 99%.However, it is more difficult for
it.It will be necessary to contact the professor who will learn, and find out what the research topics
are interesting for him.Funding Methods 1. Scholarship (grant)

Grant - receiving material assistance from the university for training at no cost.

Get a grant is quite difficult.You give an application to the university, wait for solutions, they take you
or not, and whether they give some grant.When submitting documents to the program, see which
types of financing provides a university, are grants and in what size.Sometimes a grant is not
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enough even in order to cover basic costs.2. Loans (Credit)

This financing method is not the most attractive. Loans in America for learning are given under
5-7%. You need to give them nine months after graduation for ten years. A foreign student almost
always needs a guarantor. They may have a resident of the United States who lives in the United
States at least two years old, he has a good credit history, and he pays taxes. If you won't pay a
loan, the guarantor will answer the credit institution. Therefore, find a book, who will agree to such
responsibility, is quite difficult. It may be your close relative or a good friend.

Take note that in Mit now offer a loan without a guarantor to all foreign students.3. Assistantship
(work at the university)

The third option of financial assistance is the most accessible - this is work at the university.There
are two types of such work.First option: You work for professors, spend lectures and seminars with
him together, preparing him some materials.The teacher may need your help in conducting a study
or in preparing the presentation.The second option is administrative work in your university.Usually
10-20 hours per week.For more than 20 hours a week it is impossible to work.

Assistantship covers fully your training, and there is still a scholarship, which will help pay
accommodation and other expenses.Such funding is easier to receive, because you have
commitments.If you work badly or you have fallen a middle ball, you may not extend Assistantship.4.
Fellowship (Research)

This is an option for phd students.99% of cases when PhD students receive financial assistance is
Felship.According to him, you must have a certain study, and share with your results with some US
organization.Your research should turn into a problem that the organization finances is solved.

For the fact that Felship is a study.When you explore - share the results of your research that pays
you, and, accordingly, it covers fully training, a scholarship is issued for accommodation and
meals.Date of submission of documents

If you apply for financing, applying documents need as early as possible.The university is usually
three deeds: November, January and March.

Your task is to submit documents in November.The later you will do it, the less chance.Payment for
submission of the application

When submitting documents, pay attention to the fact that many universities have a fee for filing
documents.Some it is $ 30, others have $ 60 or even $ 150, Harvard has $ 250.However, if you
have a good resume and you are confident in your abilities, write to the university asking you to
make Application Fee Waiver.For your achievements you can be released from collection.How to
choose programs for admission

In America, a large number of colleges and universities, about 14,000. The first thing you have to



decide is a program.Second - University location.Some are also relying on the university rating.

Make up for yourself a list of universities.

This part takes a lot of time.

Do not be afraid to write to universities.If you liked the program and the university seems to provide
financial assistance, but it is not clear what exactly, do not be afraid to write a reception commission.

Submit documents no less than six universities.The first two universities - universities of dreams, in
which it is difficult to proceed.The third and fourth are medium universities.The fifth and sixth are
spare options, universities with a low rating, which rarely serve documents.Come on this issue is
seriously and realistic.When choosing, focus on the minimum points that need to be scored on the
exams, and deedlanes that you need to adjust.

Five US universities in which you can learn for free

STANFORD UNIVERSITY (Stanford University) can be considered one of the best universities for
international students.The university provides scholarships of all needing students and conducts a
campaign aimed at attracting more students from around the world.Students receive full financing if
they confirm that their family's income is less than $ 60,000 per year.University receive students
from different countries of the world, including from Russia.

UNIVERSITY OF OREGON (Oregon University) offers a huge number of scholarships.The receiving
commission is regularly responsible for all issues of applicants.On the site you can find specialists
who are responsible for accepting applicants from your country, and chat with real students.

University of Florida (University of Florida) is a huge American University, which learn students from
130 countries.According to Top American Research Universities, Florida University ranks 27th.20
Master's Programs of Florida University are included in the Top 100 USA in terms of
teaching.Foreign students are provided with accommodation and scholarship, which covers all
expenses in providing relevant documents.

Illinois State University (Illinois University) is interested in attracting foreign students, but does not
offer students from abroad a generous financial assistance in the form of scholarships and
grants.Nevertheless, the University is known for providing foreign students with work as assistants
(Assistantship).

Michigan State University (University of Michigan) - a huge selection of training programs is
combined with different types of financial assistance for all needy students.Programs in nuclear
physics, engineering, political science, business, journalism, education and osteopathy are
considered among the best in the United States.

Finally, we share useful links:



Rating universities in magistracy;

How to get a scholarship at the US University;

Review about entering abroad with linguatrip.com - full financing for study at Colorado State
University;

How to study in the US magistracy under the Fulbright program;

How to get a sports scholarship at the US University.

Pass the marathon on arrival with Marina Mogilko and find out how to enter the American University
and get a complete scholarship.


